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About The Founder Of Scientology
_
The man who discovered Scientology is L. Ron Hubbard, C.E.,
1%:-D., an American Scientist and Psychologist.
Early trained in nuclear physics (1930) he came to believe
gjpat his fellow physicists — Einstein, Oppenheimer, Fermi and
0|-_:11ers - would eventually create weapons to destroy men and cities,
as: they did in 1945.
Refusing to countenance this, L. Ron Hubbard
ggmudied in the field of psychology to learn if possible how to
umﬂke Man capable of handling and controlling such a giant as the
At:-omic ‘Bomb as well as the Machine age.
That Doctor Hubbard succeeded is attested by the popularity
of his books which have sold some ten million copies and by the
tﬂﬂdﬁ use of his work throughout the world today.
His answer is Scientology. By it one can guarantee the
sarnity of leaders in their use of weapons and of Man. By it the
irntelligence and ability of workers can be raised to an adequate
lgevel. with it one can understand and guide one's fellows to a
better life.

It is said that in addition to older interests, there are
tjio great new forces in the world today, atomic fission and Scientcnlogyl Between them only the skills of Scientology, in competent
tuands,

so far, can handle the dangers of an atomic world,

and the

Lnnhappiness and potential slavery of a machine age.
The sweeping success of L. Bon Hubbard's work is a tribute
ct: its workability and the careful caution of its development,
uﬂnich required thirty years of patient work and the investment of
4; fortune in research.
Q
L. Ron Hubbard was born in the Western Part of Lhe United
ggcates on March l3, l9ll.
He was educated at George Washington
ljniversity, Washington, D.C., at Princeton and at Sequoia University.

Versatile, he is well known as a writer and has written many
13OV81S. During World war II he received 21 medals and palms.
His son, a good Scientologist, holds an administrative post
in the Washington organization.
L. Ron Hubbard's hobbies are photography, sailing and motor
cycling.
WHAT IS SCIE NT 0 LOGY?
0
Scientology is that branch of psychology which treats of
liuman ability.
It is an extension of Dianetics which in itself
is an extension of old time faculty-psychology of 400 years ago.
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lance acceptable and normal psycholo
such as that begun by St.’
Thcnmas Aguinas and extended by more ater authors was, in 1397.
snuzerly interrupted by one Professor Hundt, a Marxist at Leipzig

-

Ihuiversity in Germany.

'

This strange man, in agreement with Marx, conceived that man

E
!

1mas an animal without soul and based all of his work on the princignle that there was no "psyche" (a Greek word meaning spirit).

y

Psychology,

;

gnuzuliar position of being whipped on by Marxist economics and dialectical materialists, Wundtian "psychology" was broadly taught
tjuroughout the world.
This so—called-psychology taught that intelli—genme never changed. This slave subject Wundtian-psychology, ‘becmune the standard, mainly because of the indifference or lack of

the study of the spirit

(or mind)

luuowledge of the people in charge oi

then came into the

the universities.

|

Scientology is actually a very new basic psychology in the
lmoﬁt exact meaning of the worlp.
It can and does change behaviour
and intelligence, and it can and does assist people to study life.

‘

Unlike Wundtian pseudo—psychology it is not teaching dialectical
~materialism under the heading of psychology.

The term SCIENTOLOGY is taken from SCIO (knowing in the fullest
sense of the word)

and OLOGY (to study).

Q
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Scientology, used by the trained and relatively untrained

person improves the intelligence, ability, behaviour, skill and
appearance of people.
It is a precise and exact science.
It is

,

employed by an AUDITOR (a Scientology practitioner) upon indivi—

<hmals or small or large groups of people in their presence.

The

1

, 1

Auditor makes these people, at their choice, do various exercises

'

and these exercises bring about changes for the better in intelligence, behaviour and general competence.
Q

0
Scientology in use is employed by an Auditor (one who
Listens and commands)

as a set of exercises or drills upon the

individual and small and large groups.
an

education subject.

It is also employed as

It has been found that perspns can be

drilled with Scientology exercises and be made well of many, many
illnesses and can become brighter, more alert and more competent.
BUT'if they only have the exercises used upon them they have a
tendency to be overwhelmed and although they may be brighter or

‘

<more competent they are still held down by an ignorance of life.

Therefore it is better to educate people in Scientology-as well
as use the exercises upon them.
In other words the best use of
scientology is through the exercises (or processes, as they are
¢a1led) and education in Scientology.

.

l

In this way there is no imbalance.
It is interesting that .
people only need to study Scientology to have some small rise
in their intelligence, behaviour and competence? The study itself
is therapeutic by actual testing.
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Tens of thousands of case histories (reports on patients,
individual r ecords) all sworn to (attested before public officials)
are in the P ossession of the organizations of Scientology. No
subject on earth, except physics and chemistry has had such a
gruelling t e sting. Scientology in the hands of an expert can cure
some 701 of IHan‘s illnesses.

Scientology is used by some of the

largest copanies and business organizations on earth.
valid.

It is

Itmhas been tested.

CAN A PERSON WITHOUT MUCH STUDY USE SCIENTOLOGY?

Scientology is practiced in daily life by enormous numbers
of people who have no formal training beyond the study of textbooks or attendance at the Courses given by the Academys of Scien
tology throughout the world. Scientology was developed to be
used by such people, as well as by the trained practitioner. A .
person studying by himself can use Scientology both to help and
heal his fellow human being.

WHAT SPECIAL USES DOES SCIENTOLOGY HAVE.Q

I

Scientology does things for people where nothing has been
done before.
It makes them well from illnesses which were once
considered hopeless.
It increases their intelligenbe by actual

zneasurement.
lnaviour.

It changes their competence and betters their be-

In addition to these it brings them a better understand

;ing of life. The normal use of Scientology is with normal people
seho wish to increase their general efficiency, competence and
liappiness; as well as to increase their understanding of life.
Scientology is also used by business and government leaders

1:0 establish or improve organization.
It is used as well by the individual at his home or at his
zzork to make a better life.
SCIENTOLOGY MAKES THE ABLE MORE ABLE.

For further information call, write or come in to:
The ACADEMY OF SCIENTOLOGY
1812 19th St., N.W.
Washington 9, D.C.

Aﬂams 2-6296
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The Academy of Scientology

I812 19th Street, N.W.
'i,;|'élshington , D . C .
I

PLEASE RETURN
THE HASKIN Seinvace
1200 EYE STREET. N.W.
WASHINGTON
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